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Develop a thoughtful plan
to achieve your goals
It’s easy to fall into the trap of reacting every time a destructive
event occurs. But your system requires a detailed, strategic
approach to identify, mitigate and monitor structures and their
settings. Your business and regulators may require even more.

POWER can help.
We’ll support your game plan for reducing risk and help you build an
execution approach that suits both your level of investment and your
stakeholders’ needs. Whether you need structure inventories and
inspections, or compliance planning and regulatory filing preparation,
we can help you put the necessary pieces in place to work toward
your objectives.

CASE IN POINT

Wildfire Mitigation Plan—NCPA

The Northern California Power Agency
sought to minimize wildfire risk from its
transmission and distribution facilities in
high-fire-threat areas. NCPA also wanted to
improve system resiliency and to measure
effectiveness of specific wildfire mitigation
strategies. POWER surveyed the utility’s
power assets, facilities and inspection records to assist NCPA to evaluate risk, and to
support creation of a wildfire mitigation plan.

PLANNING
SERVICES

» Project scoping and budgeting
» Environmental assessments
» Stakeholder communication plan
» Risk modeling and planning support
» Transmission and distribution design

» Utility mapping
» Program development
» Mapping and visualization
» Strategic undergrounding

You may not be able to address every
structure on your system right away.
Let’s work together to identify and
prioritize your most vulnerable assets.

EXECUTE
PROJECT
EXECUTION
SERVICES

Convert your plan to action
Your communities are counting on you to get it right.
POWER will help bring your vision to life with the people, processes
and tools necessary to carry even your most challenging projects
across the finish line.
From scoping, permitting and routing studies to detailed
engineering and construction, our integrated teams produce
the expedited results you need to meet your commitments and
support your resiliency goals.

» Detailed transmission and
distribution engineering
» Permitting and right-of-way acquisition
» Field inspection and UAS (drone)
» System configuration and automation

» Program mobilization
» Construction management
» Field safety programs
» Project quality services
» Feeder sectionalization

CASE IN POINT

Fire Hardening Project—Confidential Client

A California utility needed to increase the safety and
reliability of its power lines within a national forest.
This included designing fire-resistant steel poles in this
active wildfire region. As a subconsultant to the prime
contractor, POWER is providing project management,
engineering and design services to replace seventeen
12 kV and 69 kV power lines and distribution circuits
spread over more than 800 square miles.

Often the structures at greatest risk are
the hardest ones to get to. POWER’s drone
services can speed up field inspections of
assets that are difficult to access.

MONITOR
MONITORING
SERVICES

Stay on top of your system’s
status and imminent threats
Situational awareness is the cornerstone of a modern
system hardening strategy.
Where is your information coming from? How quickly can you use
it to inform your risk model? How fast can you act?
POWER will help you with an integrated approach to a full range of
geospatial an asset management solutions. These tools provide a
portal to information throughout the lifecycle of the assets you rely
on for power distribution and transmission.

» SCADA
» System performance analysis
» UAS (drone)

» Compliance inspection program
» Compliance reporting

CASE IN POINT

Vegetation Management Support—SDG&E

San Diego Gas & Electric sought to use GIS to help
manage vegetation as well as for transmission
construction and for maintenance. POWER implemented
Cityworks® asset management system and iWater™’s
infraMAP® software, and integrated them with SDG&E’s
existing outage management and SAP enterprise
resource planning software. Tightly linked to Cityworks,
the infraMAP software allows field crews to perform
inspections, schedule tree trimming and other activities.

MAINTAIN
MAINTENANCE
SERVICES

Keep your system operating at
peak performance
You’ve implemented a terrific strategy. Now, how do
you keep it working the way you designed it?
The modern power delivery system offers more tools than ever to
help you keep your system maintained. But it’s hard to know which
tools will work with your legacy systems and help you realize the
best return on your investment.
Whether you need boots on the ground or a consultant who supports
your team based on your specific maintenance needs, we’ll help you
put your chosen tools and maintenance strategies to work.

» Emergency restoration
» Asset management
» POWER360AMS

» Condition-based maintenance
» Vegetation management plan

®

CASE IN POINT

POWER360AMS® (Cityworks®) for Asset
Management—Chugach Electric Association
Chugach sought to modernize its operations
to enhance efficiency and improve information
access. The utility selected Cityworks as the
GIS-centric backbone of its Operations Work
Management solution. We worked with Chugach
to define the work and asset management system
requirements as well as develop critical interfaces
to the utility’s other systems.

Your critical systems must perform, and be returned to service quickly
when interrupted. With more than 40 offices around the United States and

WHY POWER?

Canada, we’re a part of our communities just like you are. When it comes
to protecting them, we’re all-in.

Don’t you deserve a consultant who is as committed to
system resiliency and rapid recovery as you are?
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